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grass and moss, a favorite resort of land of desolation : but our party followed the
to determine on equipping an ’expedition short
i
example
of
the
natives,
and
made
their
fire
of
reindeer,
of
which
they
saw
numerous
herds.
solely at their own expense, and composed i
In what a contemptible attitude must this
g ¥t.rnmenl appear
lu the
ulo people
|w„pIO of Europe ,!
were obtained determining the roots ofthe dwarf willow in a littlechim- government
appear to
of their own officers and servants, with the Observations
1
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ney of turl. Next morning, August 3, the Here is a nation with a revenue of nearly
Cape
Halkett
to
be
in
lat.
70
deg.
43
min.
view
of
endeavoring
to
complete
the
survey
JAMES K. REM1CH.
fog cleared for a while, but it was still cold, forty millions of dollars—at peace with the
Officeon the Main-Street,—opposite the Meeting-House. of the northern shores of the American con N., long. 152 deg. 14 min. W. ; the varia and the swell beat violently on the outside ! world, and boasting of being out of debt, that
tion
of
the
compass
43
deg.
8
min.
33
sec.
tinent.
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of a heavy line of ice which lay packed upon has not a dollar in its treasury, and is on the
The formation and equipment of the ex E.
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
very verge of bankruptcy. How utterly stu
the
shores.
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which pedition were entrusted to Mr. Simpson, the
Next morning, 26th July, they passed the
pid and senseless the policy which has pro
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No
To
weather
this
was
a
work
of
danger;
Gany,
a
river
about
one
mile
broad.
resident
governor,
in
the
spring
of
1836.
duced this state of things ; and yet, with a
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
Z
From
Cape
Halkett,
the
coast
turned
but
the
good
qualities
of
their
boat
after
a
lisher, until al| arrearages are paid.
Thut gentleman, on his arrival fronx—
species of madness the most wonderful, this
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for land, at Norway House, Lake Winnipeg/ suddenly off to the W. N. W. It presented severe trial, carried them safely through. policy is persisted in by the present adminis
any error in any advertisement Jjeyond the amount
in the month of June, of the same year, to the eye nothing but a succession of low The land ran out for five or six miles to lhe tration, notwithstanding the experience of its
inbarged for its insertion.
In the evening they northward, then turned off to the N. W. be withering and pernicious operation, and the
beat up for volunteers for this arduous ser banks of frozen mud.
evidence of decided disapprobation by the
vice ; two active and enterprising leaders, passed the mouths of a large stream, which yond which, at point Christie, the lat. 71 deg. people furnished by the recent elections. It
MISCELLANEOUS.
they
named
Smith
’
s
River.
From
thence
12
min.
36
sec.
was
observed.
From
thence
Messrs. P. W. Dease and Thomas Simpson,
THE GREAT ARCTIC PROBLEM and twelve men were immediately selected for about nine miles the coast line is form the coast tended more westerly for ten miles, is a melancholy fact, that there is not one soli
solved.
;and forwarded with the necessary supplies ed of gravel reefs, near the extremity of forming two points and a bay, which Mr. tary cent at this moment in the treasury. .
One of the most important geographical ’
The tory papers are exceedingly lachry
to Fort Chipewayan, Athabasca Lake, which, at Point Pitt, the land tends more to Simpson named after chief factors Charles
^discoveries of the age is made known to us
Here they were detained and Rowond, and chief trader Ross. The mose at the removals of Gov. Kent. They
where they passed the winter of 1836-7- the westward.
The Age says our
through the London Morning Chronicle of ! Immediately after the opening of the navi by ice until the following afternoon (27th,) party then came up to what appeared a large lament most piteously.
Governor in little over three months, has cre
April 19th, a copy of which reached us by
when
an
opening
presenting
itself,
they
bay,
where
they
halted
for
two
or
three
gation on the 1st June, 1837, the party
one of the packets,—the Garrick or Eng- :started from Fort Chipewayan in two small resumed their route. It blew a culling blast hours to await the dispersion of the fog, not ated “ UPWARDS or ONE THOUSAND OFFICE
holders.” These papers are publishing lists
land,—that arrived on Saturday from Liv
boats which they had constructed in the from the north-east, and the salt water froze knowing which way to steer. In the eve of all ths removals that have taken place in
erpool. It is no less than a solution of the course of the winter, descended the Slave upon the oars and the rigging.
Point ning their wish was gratified, and lhe weath each county, and we presume they gather all
long pending problem whether or not there River, passed the western end of Great Drew, seven miles distant from their last er from that lime was sensibly ameliorated. that are to be had. According to their ac
is a communication by water from the At Slave Lake, where they weredetained sev encampment, is the commencement of a bay The bay was now ascertained to be only count there have been 27 in Cumberland ;
lantic to the Pacific Oceans, around the eral days by ice, and descended Macken of considerable size, but extremely shallow, four miles in width ; the depth half way a- 17 in Kennebec (including State officers) ;
Northern portion of the American Conti zie’s River to Fort Norman, where they ar and much encumbered with ice.
To sea- cross was 1^ fathoms on a bottom of land ; 15 in Waldo ; 26 in York and 6 in Oxford.
nent. It is now ascertained that there is rived on the 1st July. From Fort Norman ward the ice was still smooth and solid, as that of Dease’s Inlet was afterwards found Should there be a proportionate number in
I the other counties, the whole will amount to
such a communication.
The narrative of they despatched two of their party, with in the depth of a sunless winter.
At mid- to be two fathoms, muddy bottom, being the 180. So much for the Age’s thousand 1
its discovery, as published in the Morning two other men belonging to Fort Norman, night
‘ ‘
’
they
reached ai narrow projecting greatest depth between Return Reef and
Kennebec Jour.
Chronicle; is subjoined, together with the into the eastern end of Great Bear’s Lake, for point, across which the peaks of some high Point Barrow, except at ten miles S. E. from
troductorv remarks of that paper in accom the purpose of erecting a small establish ice-bergs appeared.
About a week ago 94 removals were made
This point they nam Cape Halkett, where three fathoms were
panying the narrative.
ment at which they might take up their ed Cape George Simpson, as a mark of res sounded on our return, After crossing Ma- in one day from the N. Y. Custom House,
because, being conservatives, they would not
[From the Morning Chronicle.]
quarters for the following winter, and of lay pect for the governor of the company’s terri kenzie’s Bay t"the coast again tended for support the loco-foco ticket at the last elec
The question which has been a geograph ing up a stock of provisions preparatory to tories, to whose excellent arrangements the eight or nine miles to the VV. N. W.. A tion. At this rate, in the time that Gov.
ical problem for upwards of two centuries, an extension of their survey in the summer success of the expedition is in a great meas compact body ofice extended all along, and 1Kent has been in office, this Van Buren tool
beyond the reach of vision to seaward ; but would remove nearly 11,000 ! “ Oh ! con
the north-west passage around the continent of 1838. These arrangements being made, ure indebted.
This point was destined to be the limit the party carried their light vessel within that sistency
,
of America, is at length determined, and we Messrs. Dease and Simpson, with the re
thou art a jewel.”—ib.
have the satisfaction to lay before our read mainder of their people, forming a parly of of
< their boat navigation, for during the four formidable barrier, and made their way
days they were only able to ad through the narrow channels close to the
Mr. Snyder, late V. B. candidate for Con
ers, in another column, an abstract of the; twelve in all, continued their route down the following
I
gress in Illinois, has retired from the canvass.
as many miles. — The weather was shore.
journals of the interpid ’ discoverers by Mackenzie, and reached Fort Good Hope, vance
'
He complains of ill health. We apprehend
whose enterprise the object has been ac’ the most northern establishment belonging foggy and dismally cold, the wild fowl pass
At midnight they crossed the mouth of a that be has poor Gholson’s disease. ’Tis a
complished, and in the progress of which1 to the company, on the 4th, where they ed
< in long flights to the westward, and there fine deep river, a quarter of a mile wide, to sickly time among the Tory candidates.
lhev have evinced intelligence, activity and found an assemblage of Hare and Louche- seemed little prospect of their being able to 1which Mr. Simpson gave the name of Belle
Louisville Jour.
,
hardihood, not inferior to any of those dar oux Indians, from whom they learned that reach Beechy’s Point Barrow by water. vue,
and in less than an hour afterwards
ing and enduring men who have preceded the Esquimaux had killed three of their par Boat Extreme is situated in lat. 71 deg. 3 (the rising sun gratified him with the view of The loco-focos have elected their hog-reeves
them in the arduous path of Arctic discov ty a short time previous, which prevented min. 24 sec. N., long. 154 deg. 26 min. 30 Point Barrow st teaching. out to the N. N. W. in the town of Kittery, Maine. Their papers
ery.
the discoverers taking an interpreter from sec. W. ; variation of compass 42 deg. 36 <They soon crossed Elson Bay, which, in the notice the result under the head of “Tremen
min. 18 sec. E.
, perfect calm, had acquired a tough coating dous reactions in Maine.” We suppose we
Referring our general readers to the man that tribe.
Under these circumstances Mr. Thomas of
( young ice, but had much difficulty in ma may expect Tory bonfires and illuminations
ly and unpretending narrative of the gen
On the 9th of July, they reached the
throughout the whole country on account of
tleman who conducted this expedition, so ocean by the most westerly mouth of the Simpson undertook to complete the journey king their way through a broad and heavy
the election of the Kittery hog-reeves,—lb.
on
foot,
and
accordingly
started
on
the
1st
honorable in the annals of British commer Mackenzie, making its situation in lat. 68
pack that rested upon the shore. On reach
cial enterprise, we beg leave to point out to deg. 49 min. 23 sec. N., Ion. 136 deg. 36 of August, with five men, Mr. Dease. and ing it, and seeing the ocean extending away
Hard Currency.—The following is said to
our more scientific readers the interest be min. 45 sec. W. They had proceeded but the other five men remaining in charge of to the southward, they hoisted their flag, and be the funds with which a certain safety fund
longing to the geographical, and we may al a short distance to seaward, when a party of■ the boats.
with three cheers, took possession of their bank, in Michigan, redeems its notes—to wit:
The pedestrians carried with them their discoveries in his Majesty’s name.
most say the topographical questions deter 19 Esquimaux went off to them from Tent
All notes under $5, in Whetstones ;
All over $5 and under $10, in Grind
mined by the,observations of Messrs. Dease Island, who showed a disposition to be arms, some ammunition, pemican, a small
Point Barrow is a long low, spit, compo
and Simpson. The fact of the continent of troublesome, but returned to their encamp oiled canvass canoe, for the crossing of riv- sed of gravel and coarse sand, which the stones;
« $10
“
$20, in -mill»
America being circumnavigated—the deter ment when they found the party prepared to( ers, the necessary astronomical instruments, pressure of the ice has forced up into nu
stones ;
,
and
a
few
trinkets
for
the
natives.
mination of the latitude of its northern ex defend themselves
merous mounds, that, viewed from a distance,
if necessary.
The
“ $20 and upwards, in checks on
tremity, in the attempts to ascertain which, progress of the party along the coast was
It was one of the worst day^ of the whole assume the appearance of huge boulder any quarry in the State.
so many expeditions of different nations very slow, owing to frequent obstructions season, and the fog was so dense that the1 rocks. At the spot where the party landed it
Hudson River Chronicle.
have been unsuccessful—the knowledge from ice, cold, dense fogs, and strong head party were under the necessity of rigidly is only a quarter of a mile across, but it is
Promotion.—The Governor and Council of
that the great mountain ridge extending winds. On the afternoon of the llth, they following the tortuous outline of the coast,’ broader towards its termination. The first
from Magellan’s Straits to the most northern reached Point Kay, where they found a- which for 20 miles formed a sort of irregu object that presented itself, on looking round New Hampshire on Friday last unanimously
parts of the American,continent previously nother encampment of Esquimaux ; and lar inland bay (being guarded without a se the landing places was an immense cemetry. nominated Hon. Levi Woodbury to be Chief
Justice of the Superior Court of that State,
known actually reaches the shores of the where they were detained by a compact body ries of gravel reefs) the shore of which was The bodies lay exposed in the most horrible in place of the late Judge Richardson, de
Arctic Sea : all these are highly interesting ofice, occupying Phillip’s Bay until the almost on a level with the water, and inter and disgusting manner, and many of them ceased.—Boston Daily Adv.
discoveries, and we owe them, as we do so 14th. They continued their route till the sected with innumerable salt creeks, through appeared so fresh that the men became amany other valuable geographical discove 17th, when an unbroken pack of ice, ex which they waded, besides three considera larmed that the cholera, or some other
Connubial Bliss.—A young lady, residing
ries, to commercial enterprise.
rivers, which they traversed in their por dreadful disease, was raging among the na at Farrington, Ontaria county, possessed of
tending to seaward, made them seek the ble
1
great charms, personal and mental, rich, and
We by no means disparage the efforts of shore in Camden Bay, near a large camp of table canoe. Next day, the weather im tives. Two considerable camps of the lat
highly esteemed by her family and friends,
Government in the same honorable career, Esquimaux, who received them kindly. In proved, and at noon Mr. Simpson had an ter stood at no great distance on the point, committed suicide fifteen days after marriage.
or the excellent qualities and admirable con the afternoon there appeared a narrow pas observation for lat. 71 deg. 9 min. 45 sec. but none of the inmates ventured to approach Her husband turned out to be a drunkard.
Philadelphia Gaz.
duct of the gallant officers who have, in our sage of waler through the ice, stretching out The land now inclined to the south-west, till our party first visited them, and with the
[and continued very low and muddy, and, as customary expressions of friendship dissipa
own times as well as in former periods, been wards, and they immediately embarked, but |
employed in Arctic discovery ; but the facts had not proceeded above six miles from the on the preceding day, abounding in salt ted their apprehensions.
The Atlas says several thousand dollars
are notorious.—Hearne, by whom the Cop land when the ice suddenly closed upon creeks, whose waters were at the freezing
A brisk traffic then began, after which the have already been subscribed in Boston, for
temperature.
The
party
had
proceeded
athe relief of the sufferers by the fire in
permine River and the Arctic Sea werefiist them, squeezing one of their boats, which,
women formed a circle, and danced to a va
discovered, was a trader in the service of the with their provisions and baggage, they had bout ten miles, when, to their dismay, the riety of airs, some of which were pleasing to Charleston, S. C.
Hudson Bay Company : Mackenzie, who much difficulty in saving; and by means of coast suddenly turned off to the southward, the ear. The whole conduct of these peo
The large and elegant mansion house of
first explored the great River which still portages from one piece of ice to another, forming an inlet as far as the eye could ple was friendly in the extreme—they seemed
Bushrod C. Washington, near Charlotte, Va.
reach.
the
oars
serving
as
bridges,
they
finally
got
¡bears his name, and who first crossed the
to be well acquainted with the character, if which was erected a few years since at a
chain of the Rocky Mountains, and reach on a large floe, where they passed an in
At the same moment they descried at no not the persons of white men, and were pas cost of $30,000, was destroyed by fire on the
great distance a small camp of Esquimaux, sionately fond of tobacco.
ed the shores of the Pacific Ocean, was a clement and anxious night.
1st inst.
partner of the North West Company, long
On the 20th they reached Foggy Islands to which they immediately directed their
To the northward enormous icebergs cov
The specie now in vaults of the U. S. Bank
the rivals of, and now incorporated with, Bay, when they were stopped by ice, and a steps. The men were absent hunting, and
ered the ocean ; but on the western side there amounts to seven millions of dollars.
the Hudson’s Bay Company; whilst the violent north-east wind until the 23d, hav the women and children took to their boats
was a fine open channel which the Esque.crowning enterprise presented to our read ing on the preceding day made an ineffectu• in the greatest alarm, leaving behind them
■ ma.ux assured the party extended all along
Some of the Southern papers are reduced
ers has been planned and carried into effect al attempt to weather Point Anxiety, ini an infirm man, who was in an agony of
to the southward, and so inviting was the in size in the Summer months, when the edi
fear.
A
few
words
of
friendship
removed
by the Hudson’s Bay Company as now con which they narrowly escaped with a thor
prospect in that direction, that had such tors are lazy and business dull.
stituted, at their own charge ; and we see ough drenching.
The latitude ashore was his apprehensions, and brought back the been his object, Mr. Simpson would not
fugitives
who
were
equally
surprised
and
with much satisfaction that the same gallant 70 deg. 9 min. 48 sec.
From this situation
The Rochester Democrat announces the
have hesitated a moment to prosecute the
They set
.party who have been so successful in the ex they had the satisfaction of discovering a delighted to behold white men.
I voyage to Cook’s Inlet, in his skin canoe. arrival of 52 Canadians at Rochester, who in
amination of the coast between the extreme range of the Rocky .Mountains to the west before the party fresh reindeer meat and
The natives informed him that whales were tend to settle in this republic.
discoveries of Captains Franklin and Beech- ward of the Romonzoff chain, and not seen seal oil.
numerous to the northward of the point,
An Ourang Outang, recently imported into
ey are now, while we write, in actual prep by Sir John Franklin, but being within the
Mr. Simpson now determined to adopt a“ and seals were every where sporting among
Salem from Borneo, was sold at auction on
aration for a further survey of the coast to limit of bis survey, called it the Franklin more expeditious mode of travelling, by
the ice.
Tuesday last, for $1000.
«connect the eastern extent of Franklin’s dis Range, as a just tribute to his characterand obtaining the loan of one of their “ oomiIt was high water between one and two o’
covery, “point Turnagain,” with Back’s merits.
That evening they reached Sir aks,” or family skin canoes, to convey the
The French Scientific Journal says that
.great Fish River” and Parry’s “ Straits of John Franklin’s Return Reef, where their party to Port Barrow, with which, from a clock, A. M. and I*. M ; the rise of the tide
M. Magendie continues to obtain the happi
was
fourteen
inches
;
and
the
flow
came
from
4he Fury and Heola,” or any other opening survey commenced, that officer having got chart drawn by one of the women, it appear
est results from the application of electricity
which may be found to communicate with no farther. Return Reef is one of a chain ed that these people were well acquainted. the westward. Observations were obtained in affections of the senses, particularly in
which determine the position of the landing
that acute disease termed tic doloreux. He
Hudson’s Bay,
Four oars were fitted with lashings to this
of reefs which run for twenty miles parallel
place to be in lat. 71 deg.
33 sec.
In referring our readers generally to the to the coast, at the distance of about half a strange craft. Before starting, the hunters N., Ion. 156 deg. 20 min. 0 sec. W., agree caused the electric current to pass over the
narrative which we have the satisfaction to league, affording sufficient water within for arrived, and presents of tobacco, awls, but ing closely with the observations of Mr. El nerves by means of needles of platina, plac
ed at greater or lesser intervals. In some in
The main land is very tons, &c., were made to all the inmates of
lay before them, we cannot help again allu their small craft.
son.—Then bidding adieu to their good hu stances a single application is said to have
ding to the simple, manly and unassuming low. From Point Berens* to Cape Halkett the encampment, with which they were moured and admiring entertainers, the party been sufficient ; and in one case of dreadful
tone in which the details are given of diffi it forms Harrison’s Bay, fifty miles broad, highly gratified.
suffering, in which the patient had long been
set out on their return.
culties and hardships scarcely conceivable by about a third of that distance in depth.
. forced, from the pain of speaking, to express
Dease’s Inlet is five miles broad at this
They reached the western mouth of the his desires by writing, six applications to the
by those who have not seen something re — At the bottom of this bay another pictur place, yet so low is the land that the one
sembling them, and the result appears to esque branch of the Rocky Mountains is just visable from the other in the clearest Makeitzie on the 17di of August, and fort nerve entirely removed a malady of three
prove that even in boats the northwest pas Range rears its lofty pea’ks above these flat of weather. It now again blew strongly Norman on the 4th of September, from years duration.
sage is impracticable, since with all the shores, which they named Pelly’s Mountains, from the north-east, bringing back the cold whence their report is dated on the follow
The greatest men are men of simple man
credit due and that can be given to Mr. in honor of the governor of the company. dense fog ; but the traverse was effected by ing day.
ners. Parade, ceremony, show and a profu
From fort Norman they were about to sion of compliments, are the artifices of little
Simpson and his brave companions, if they At their base flows Colville’s River, two the aid of the compass. The waves run
bad not found the Esquimaux, and got their miles broad at its mouth, to the south-west high, and the skin-boat surmounted them proceed to the eastern end of Great Boar’s minds, made use of to swell themselves into
skin canoe, it is evident they could never of which stands Cape Halkett, where they with great buoyancy ; the party encamped Lake, there to pass the winter, from thence an appearance of consequence, which nature
have reached Cape Barrow : and many were detained by a north-east gale the on the west side of the inlet.—The banks haul their boats across to the Coppermine has denied them.
The country there were of frozen mud, ten or twelve feet River, and resume their survey to the east
other similar expeditions might set out with- whole of the following day.
Oaks for the Parlour.— If you hang an aoutoneofthem attaining the same success. extending to the foot of the mountain, ap high ; the country within was perfectly flat, ward at the opening of the navigation in
corn by a string about half an inch above
peared to consist of plains covered with abounded in small lakes, and produced a ve July next, with the view of connecting the the surface of some water contained in a hya
HUDSON’S BAY COMPANY’S ARC
ry short grass ; but no where had the thaw discoveries of Sir John Franklin and Lap~ cinth glass, it will throw down long whit©
TIC DISCOVERY EXPEDITION.
*The different rivers, capes, and other remarkable penetrated more than two inches beneath the tain Beck from Point Turnagain to Great roots, while its stem will rise upwards and
The lively interest which the British pub objects between Franklin’s Return Reef and Beechy’s
Fish River, in which from the. activity and decorated with bright green and delicate
Barrow, were named by Messrs. Dease and surface, while under water along the shore
lic have for such a length of time manifest Cape
Simpson after the Governor and Directors of the Hud the bottom was still impenetrably frozen. perseverance of the lea*d«rs, it is confidently leaves. When it grows over the top of the hyed in the further discovery of the Arctic re son’s Bay Company, and other gentlemen connected
cintb glass, it become a very pretty object.
Not a log of wood was to be found in this hoped they will be successful.
gions, induced the Hudson’s Bay Company I with the fur trade.
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gociation for a conventional boundary, and it. Mr. Clay assented to Mr. Webster^s amendment, ’ which they were neither prepared for nor de- savage force of over sixty thousand fighting
UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE. is disinclined to the reference of the points
sirous of,
»'•the
‘he assurance is hereby repeated,
rented, men, burning with a sense of wrong, and
in dispute to a new arbitration ; but is yet moved a further amendment, and the debate was con j that no form of Government will be impos ready to show that sense bÿ action, when
TWENTY-FIFTH CONGRESS......SECOND SESSION.
firmly persuaded that the line described in tinued by several members. Before taking the ques ed upon the Cherokees without the consent united. He hoped that no further appropri
the treaty of 1783 can be found and traced, tion the Senate adjourned.
of the whole nation, given in council ; nor ation would be made to aid in the removal of
SENATE.
whenever the Governments of the United
shall their country be created into a territory the Cherokees, until the message of the
MONDAY, MAY 21.
States and Great Britain shall proceed to
SATURDA Y, MAY 26.
without such previous concurrence.
President of the U. States, sent yesterday to
make
the
requisite
investigations,
with
a
pre

Mr. Buchanan presented a memorial from
With regard
to the payment
further the House, shall have been acted on. He
Mr. Clay’s resolution relative to the kinds of
_
,
... ... ofa
.. ______
merchants at Philadelphia, stating that at disposition to effect'that very desirable ob money which shall be receivable for duties and I sum of money by the United States, the tin- should move some proviso, before the com
Key West, wrecked property was sold be ject. Confidently relying, as the President other payments to the treasury, was debated to a ! dersigned cannot consent to recommend such mittee should rise, to prevent thé expendi
fore notice could be given to the owners or does, upon the assurances frequently repeat late hour. Mr Clay’s motion to strike out the a measure to Congress. The Senate of (he ture ofany more money for that purpose un
agents, and praying that a law may be pass ed by the British Government of the earnest last clause of lhe resolution requiring that the j United Stales deliberately decided that five til that Message should be acted on.
He
ed requiring notice of 60 days to be given in desire to reach that result, if it is practicable, bank notes received shall be subsequently di>- millions of dollars WHS a full and sufficient wound up his able remarks by replying, feel
in the course of payments to public cred- !
n
i
r
.
.
\
he has instructed the undersigned to an btirsed
case of such sales.
itors who are willino- too receive
receive them,
was agreea
agreed i fl
jer lJ...
ie ' .
ingly and effectively, to the remarks by
uiem, was
i-/•
- t, 1 \»e ^heiokees
■
**
” the
- i!IilAV
Jl/I.
Mr. Clay, of Kentucky, presented a peti nounce to Mr. Fox the .willingness of this to yeas 44 Dny 1°: Aa motion to strike
out
the? rpiinntifuh^ri
‘‘eHnqiHshed on
on tho
the east cida
side of the.MisMr. Dawson, yesterday, against the agency of
Government
to
enter
into
an
arrangement
tion praying for the establishment of a Bank
provision requiring the notes of sound banks to i Sissippi ; and it is understood that the mem- John Ross in this matter.
h was a most
with
Great
Britain
for
the
establishment
of
a
of the United Slates. He made some re
be received in payment under suitable restrictions ' hers ot that body see no reason at present to thorough tlnd well deserved vindication of
joint
commission
of
survey
and
exploration,
marks explanatory of the kind of institution
prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury, was alter that decision.
that Cherokee chief.
A further amend
which he deemed adapted to the wants of upon the basis of the original American prop adopted—yeas 23, nays 19.
In the third article of your project you ask
A message from the President, communica
the country. Mr. Allen and Mr. Buchanan osition, and the modifications offered by Her ment was moved, but before taking the question that “ the said Cherokee nation, party hereto,
ting copies of correspondence relating to the
the Senate adjourned.
through and by their acknowledged chiefs North Eastern Boundary, was received.
replied, and Mr. Clay rejoined. The peti Majesty’s Govern meut.
—•©©©•«*The Secretary of State is, therefore, au
tion was laid on the table.
and officers, shall have the entire control,
Mr. Evans moved the postponement of
The bill to extend the charters of the thorized to invite Mr. Fox to a conference
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
management, and disposition, responsible on the consideration of this communication to
ly
to
their
own
nation,
ofthe
funds
to
be
paid
Banks of (he District for the period of twenty upon the subject, at as early a day as his con
MONDAY, MAY 21.
Friday next, and that it he primed,
under this treaty.”
years, was resumed. Mr. Benton offered a venience will permit ; and the undersigned
The States were called in order for the
Mr. Cambreleng hoped they were to have
substitute for the bill, extending their char will be immediately furnished with a requi
I he undersigned would very much prefer
no premature debate on the subject of this
number
ters to .July 4, 1840, on condition that they sitefull power, by the President, to conclude 1 presentation of petitions, and a great
. niaking
disposition ui
of the
funds OI
ofthe
Arunno- ihpinU""
6 this ui»puaiuuu
Hie lUUUS
[DC
were offered and referred,
'„«.miJLi v„ *tio"> but as the interests of those Cherokees message. These motions to postpone to a
shall receive or pay no bills of less denomina a convention embracing that object, if Her!
was
one
from
the
citizens
of
Goochland,
Va.
day certain had often proved great interrup
Majesty
’
s
Minister
is
duly
empowered
to
pro!
tion than five dollars—that they shall redeem
. Who have lately emigrated, are deeply invol tions to the public business.
all their notes under $5 in specie, from and ceed to the negotiation of it on the part of i by Mr. Adams, praying that he be expelled : ved in this proposition, the Executive cannot
Mr. Evans observed there were other sorts
from the . House as a nuisance, which he I
after the 1st of August next, and that they Great Britain.
recornniend such an alternative without the
The undersigned avails himself of this oc moved should be referred to the committee j previous consent of all the parties concerned. of public business worthy of the attention of
shall resume specie payments in full from
Congress besides appropriation hills, whatev
and after the 1st of January next, and sooner casion to renew to Mr. Fox the expression on the Judiciary, but it was laid on the table ;;
The next article asks, “ that in addition to
also, one from Iowa, praying the expulsion of
er the chairman of the committee of Ways
if the banks of Baltimore and Richmond do of his distinguished consideration.
the said sum mentioned in the foregoing sec
every man criminally engaged in the late du
and Means might think ; but, Mr. E.said, no
JOHN FORSYTH.
so.-—The. substitute was adopted—yeas 24,
ond article, the United States shall forthwith
interruption should be occasioned by him.
el. Mr. Adams said he feared, if the petition
Henry S. Fox, Esq. &c. &c. &c.
nays 16, and the bill passed to a third read
pay, or arrange to be paid to the Cherokee
was granted, there would not be a quorum
Mr. Cambreleng would not be understood
ing.
nation, party hereto, the arrearages of the
Washington, May 1, 1838.
left in the House. It was laid on the table.
to say that the subject of this message was
annuities which were provided for in the
Sir : I have the honor to acknowledge the
The bill making appropriations for the
not very important public business. He only
TUESDAY, MAY 22.
receipt of your official note of the 27th ulti Florida war was taken up, and some amend treaty of 1819, up to this date, and shall con deprecated haying a premature debate under
THE CHEROKEE INDIANS.
mo, in which you enclose to me a communi ments adopted in committee of the whole. tinue such annuities during the two years al a motion to postpone to a particular day.
The President transmitted a message to cation received by the Federal Government At an early hour the committee rose and the lowed for said removal.”
Mr. Cushing protested against the motion
1 he undersigned assures the delegation,
Congress, accompanying a Report of the Sec from the Executive of Maine, upon the sub House adjourned.
that nothing constituted public business but
that
whatever
arrearages
of
annuities
are
due
retary of War, respecting the Cherokee In ject of the North Eastern Boundary line ;
the honorable gentleman’s money bills. He
to the Cherokee nation, under the treaty of
dians. It appears that the Executive has and in which you inform me that the" Presi
also protested no less decidedly against genTUESDAY, MAY 22.
1319,
shall
he
promptly
paid
up
to
this
date,
had under consideration, the project of a new dent is willing to enter into an arrangement
tieman being prohibited from choosing their
Mr. Sherrod Williams moved to suspend
treaty with this tribe, recently proposed by with Her Majesty’s Government for the es the rules to take up his resolution to rescind and a continuance of that annuity for two own time for their own motions, without be
years
longer
shall
be
asked
of
Congress.
John Ross, and other delegates of the Chero tablishment ofa joint commission of survey the specie circular.
The motion failed—
The 5th article requires that “ inasmuch ing dictated as to the order of business.
kees, as a substitute for the treaty of New and exploration, upon the basis ofthe origin yeas 104, nays 83,—not two thirds.
The further consideration of the message
as the Cherokees contemplate removing, as
Echota. The principal features of the new al American proposition, and of the modifi
was then postponed to Friday next.
The President’s message relative to the
treaty are, to extend the period of their emi cations offered by Her Majesty’s Govern Cherokee Treaty was received and read. provided for in said first article, as rapidly as
Mr. Wise asked that the amendment he had
gration two years,—to grant them a larger ment, as communicated to you in"my note of After a short and animated debate, a motion their numbers and engagements will permit, proposed to offer to the Indian appropriation
the
United
States
stipulate
and
engage
to
pay
the
10th
of
January
last
;
and
you
invite
me'
sum of money,—to allow the tribe to dispose
to lay it on the table was negatived—yeas 39,
bill might be printed ; which was ordered.
of it without accounting to the Government, to a conference, for the purpose of negotia nays 113, and it was referred to the Commit to them, as such removal and the necessary
And then the House adjourned.
preparations
therefor
progress,
out
of
the
and to allow them to emigrate voluntarily ting a convention that shall embrace the tee on Indian Affairs.
money
mentioned
in
said
second
article,
such
and without the interference of Government, above object, if 1 am duly empowered by my
The plan of the President was denounced
THURSDAY, MAY 24.
any farther than to pay the expenses of the Government to proceed to such négociation. by many of the Southern administration sums as may from time io time be necessary
Nothing of importance took place.—There
I have the honor to state to you, in reply, members, and sustained by Mr. Wise and oth to defray the expenses incident thereto.”
journey.
All payments and necessary advances for was quite a breeze raised in consequence of
By the Report of the Secretary it appears that my actual instructions were fulfilled by er whig members. The movement has cre
that the President is disposed to make some the delivery of the communication which I ated much excitement, and it is impossible to the purposes herein set forth, will be liberally some reflections upon the Mayor of New
provided for in the contract which the com York, contained in certain documents com
of the concessions asked for, but not to pay addressed to you on the 10th of January ; and conjecture what will be its result.
manding general will be authorized to make municated by the Secretary of the Treasury,
them any more money than heretofore agreed that I am not at present provided with full
relative to the introduction of Foreign Pau
upon, and not to allow them to get off’ with powers for negotiating the proposed conven
The Cherokees.—The following letter from with the Cherokee agents, for the emigra
out accounting for the manner in which the tion. I will forthwith, however, transmit to the Secretary of War to the Cherokee Dele tion of that portion of the nation east of the pers. These reflections were contained
in some extracts from a scurrilous paper
Her Majesty’s Government the note which I gation, was communicated to Congress by a Mississippi.
money is disposed of.
The matter was
The 6th article asks, “ that during the pe published in New York.
The Southern members of Congress, in have had the honor to receive from you ; in Message from the President of the United
riod prescribed and allowed by this treaty left unsettled.
cluding those of the administration party, ex order that such fresh instructions may he fur States, on Tuesday.
The bill making appropriations for the
pressed great astonishment at the proposition nished to me, or such other steps taken, as To Messrs. John Ross, Edward Gunter, R. for said removal, the United States stipulate
suppression of Indian hostilities, was taken
of the Executive, and a determination to re the present situation of the question may ap
Taylor, Jas. Brown, Samuel Gunter, Situ- and contract to protect the persons and prop up—and the battle against the validity of the
sist it. They adhere to the treaty of New pear to Her Majesty’s Government to require.
waher, Elijah Hicks, and White Path, erty of said Cherokees from all acts of en Cherokee treaty was again fought to-day by
croachment and violence, and to furnish
Echota, and demand that it shall be execut I avail myself of this occasion to renew to vou
Cherokee delegation.
Mr. Wise, with his characteristic vigor and
ed, and the Indians removed without delay. the assurance of my high respect and consid
The undersigned has attentively consider them, when required, with the necessary es perseverance.
cort
and
protection
during
such
removal,
un

h. S. FOX.
The Georgians say that any deviation from eration.
ed the project ofa treaty submitted by you,
Mr. Glascock, of Georgia, replied to him,
The Hon. John Forsyth, &c.
the existing treaty will lead to bloodshed,
and, although equally desirous with your til their arrival at their destination beyond and defended the course of Georgia.
and they threaten nullification if it be not
Mr. Webster said that this was a very import selves to satisfy that portion of the nation that the Mississippi.”
The bill was supported also by Mr. Down
The necessary escort and protection during
executed.
ant communication, and he wished an opportuni still remain east of the Mississippi, and to of
It was finally agreed to let the Message ty to examine and consider it. It would seem, fer them every inducement to remove peace the removal ofthe Cherokees, until their ar ing, ofFlorida, and Mr. Graham, of North
and Report lie on the table for the present, said Mr. Webster, that a new convention between ably and contentedly to their new homes in rival at their destination beyond the Missis Carolina, who bad not finished bis remarks
in consequence of the temporary absence of the two countries was agreed on, to be entered the West, and not unwilling to grant most of sippi, will be furnished, and the United States when the committee rose. All those who
Mr. White, Chairman of the Committee on into as soon as competent authority should be ob the terms proposed by you, still, where the will protect the personsand property of the are most earnest in urging these appropria
tained, by which a joint commission of explora
said Cherokees from all illegal acts of en tions for maintaining the military force in the
Indian Affairs.
tion and survey is to be appointed. There is no rights and just expectations of sovereign croachment and violence, and will use their Indian country, unite in condemning the
particular objection, perhaps, against a joint sur States are involved, it is deemed inexpedi
best efforts with the States interested, to pre propositions made by the Secretary of War.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 23.
vey of the treaty line, except the delay and loss ent, without their consent, to give any stipu
vent their pressing the execution of their
Mr. Young presented a remonstrance a- of time. This may be very injurious. But, then, lations which affect them, the form of a sol
rights in a manner calculated to oppress or
Friday, may 25.
gainst the execution of the New Echota this is not all. The offer of a joint survey, made emn treaty.
reports were presented. Mr. Bouldin, from
In the first article you desire to stipulate inconvenience any individual of their nation. theSeveral
Cherokee Treaty, from certain people in Illi by our government, is accepted by England with
committee on the District, reported the bill from
In the oighth article the request is made,
certain modifications. What are these modifica and agree that “ the said Cherokee nation,
nois. Laid on the table.
the Senate for extending the charters of the Banks of
tions ? They are contained in the British minis
party hereto, engages and stipulates to remove “ That in addition to the moneys herein be the District, and pressed fora» immediate considera
Bank Notes in payment of Public Dues.— ter’s note of the 10th of January. That note is from all the lands now occupied by them fore stipulated to be paid by the United Slates, tion of it. After-some debate the bill was ordered to a
Mr. Clay rose and said he presumed orders not now before me, and I do not, at this moment
eastward of the Mississippi, and hereby re they further agree to pay to the said Chero third reading—yeas 131. nays 41. It was by special
must have by this time been issued by the recollect precisely all the modifications ; in other
order read a third lime, and an amendment being mov
nounces and relinquishes to the United States kee nation, party hereto, the gross sum of ed by Mr. Adams, a debate arose, before the termina
Treasury and Post Office Departments, to re ; words, all the conditions on which England agrees
dollars, in full discharge of all claims
all
claim
of
every
description
to
such
lands
;
tion of which the morning hour expired.
ceive the notes of specie paying banks in jI to run the line. These points require very close
upon the United States, under the stipula
The House proceeded to the consideration of private
payment of public dues : or at all events that examination. It is our duty to see that, no just such removal to be commenced at the earli tions of former treaties, for public and pri bills. The bill for the relief of Dr. Philip Turner, in
right be waved, or abandoned, in agreeing to est convenient period, and to be fully com
they would be so received.
He wanted to these modifications. I am fearful that some of
vate property, spoliations, indemnities, and volving the question of allowing interest on revolution
know how this fact was, and therefore pro them will prove highly prejudicial to the rights pleted within two years from this date , to be other reclamations, whether national or in ary claims, was taken up and debated, on a motion for
effected
by
the
Cherokees
themselves
and
by
the reconsideration of a vote, by which the bill was
posed the following resolution :
of the United States and of Maine.
I desire an their agents, and the entire expenses of such dividual, and for reimbursement of expenses virtually rejected. The motion-to reconsider was ul
“ Resolved, That the Secretary of the opportunity to look carefully at this part of the removal to be defrayed out of the money to incurred in and about this srrangement.”
timately laid on the table—yeas 80, nays 65. Several
Six hundred thousand dollars was set bills involving the same question, were postponed to
Treasury and Postmaster General severally case, and therefore will now move that the mes be paid by the United States, as hereinafter
inform the Senate whether any orders have sage and papers be printed and laid on the table. provided.” As has been before observed, the apart for this purpose by a vote of Congress, next Friday. A number of other bills were amended'
by striking out the clause allowing interest, and were
been given from their Departments, to re As I remember the proposed modifications, some Government of the United States could not and to defray the expenses of the removal of | passed
of them are such as I cannot believe ought to be
But as this journed.io a third reading. After which the House ad
ceive the notes of banks for revenue, and, if' acceded
hT-. indeej, j fear that they cannot be agree to this act without the consent of the the nation to their new homes.
j_j
sum proves to be inadequate for both objects,
any, what were those orders : and if any in- acceded
<
• • to without
’
giving up the question. This States whose rights are involved, and whose
»tractionshave been given, that they commit- iswhatlfear;. L.> jn the hope it may not prove interests may be affected by this stipulation ; the Executive will recommend to Congress
.
.
SATURDAY, MAY 26.
mcate to the Senate what those instructions so, 1 wish time to examine the correspondence. but the Executive pledges itself to use its to make a further appropriation, in order to
The motion to print 10,000 extra copies of the
are.”
I confess I feel great
or
reports of the Duelling Committee, with the evi
apprehension as to the re best efforts to induce them to abstain from satisfy them.
The undersigned trusts that the Cherokee dence and journal, was taken up and further de
Mr. Wright made some remarks, to the sult of this proposed new convention.
pressing their claims in a manner that would
Mr. Davis said in his opinion this was not produce loss or inconvenience to the Chero delegation will see in these liberal conces bated until the expiration of the morning hour.
amount, that no such order or instructions
The House then resumed the orders of the
a question which could be decided by the in kee people, and would be inconsistent with sions the earnest desire ofthe President to
had been given.
reconcile the nation to the necessity of re day, on private bills. Several were read a third
After a word of explanation from Mr. Clay, struments ofengineers or surveyors, nor could their being removed with every reasonable moving without any other delay than a due time and passed, and a great number were con
to I he effect, that all he wanted was the truth their skill throw much light upon it. It was comfort. From the well known humanity
regard for their comfort and convenience sidered in committee of the whole and reported.
of the matter, the resolution of Mr. Clay was a question to be decided by the terms of the and generous character of the States of demands ; and in this conviction, confidently Before the House adjourned, the Speaker pre
treaty, and other evidence collateral to it. Georgia, Tennessee, Alabama, and North
sented a communication from the Secretary of
adopted without dissent.
For himself, therefore, he did not hope much Carolina, there can be no doubt of their relies upon the cordial co-operation of the War, in answer to a resolution of the House
chiefs
and
head
men
to
effect
this
desirable
North Eastern Boundary.—The Vice Pres from an agreement to explore, as his impres granting every indulgence which the inter
containing a statement of the amount of addi
ident presented the following message, and sion was it would substantially leave matters ests of humanity require ; and if two years object.
tional allowance proposed • to be made to the
On the part of the Government, copies of Cherokees, as follows ;—
copies of the correspondence, of which the where they are. The controversy rose main are necessary for the comfortable removal of
most important portions are herewith given : ly on the enquiry—where is the northwest the nation, tfie undersigned will venture to this document, with suitable applications to
Department of War, May 25, 1838.
Sir: In compliance with the resolution of the
I herewith transmit to the House the copy angle of Nova Scotia? He could entertain assure the delegation that their request will the States interested, will be immediately
transmitted to the several Governors thereof; House of Representatives of the 23d inst. requir
of a letter addressed to me on the 28th ult. no doubt as to this, for the treaty designated it be granted.
instructions will be sent to the commanding ing a statement of the amount that will be re
by the Governor of Maine, enclosing several accurately. He meant, however, now only to
If
it
be
desired
by
the
Cherokee
nation
for the additional allowance proposed to
resolves of the Legislature of that State, and say he did not hope much from exploration, as that their own agents should have the charge General to act in conformity with its assur quired
be made to the Cherokees, I have the honor to
claiming reimbursement from the general it appeared to him the results could as well be of their emigration, their wishes will be com ances, and a communication be made to present the following estimate :
Congress, asking the consent of that body to
government of certain moneys paid Ebene seen now as after the labor was performed.
The message and documents were laid on plied with, and instructions be given to the the provisions proposed for the benefit of the The payment of the expenses of removing the
zer S. Greely, John Baker and others, in
commanding general in the Cherokee coun Cherokee nation.
remaining Cherokees, estimated at 15 840 at
compensation for losses and sufferings expe the table and ordered to be printed.
try to enter into arrangements with them to
$30 a head,
$475,200 Off
The undersigned, in closing this communi
rienced by them respectively, under circum
39,300 00
that effect.—With regard to the expense of cation, which has been considered with Amount applicable to that purpose,
stances more fully explained in his Excel
THURSDAY, MAY 24.
this operation, which you ask may be defray great deliberation, and drawn with the utmost
lency’s letter.
A communication was received from the ed by the United States, in the opinion of the
Balance to be provided for,
$335,900 0®
In the absence ofany authority on the part Treasury Department, in compliance with a undersigned, the request ought to be granted, regard for the wishes ofthe delegation, de If it should be deemed proper to make
sires
it
to
be
distinctly
understood
that
it
con

any
further
provision
for
the
pay

of the Executive to satisfy these claims, they Resolution adopted on Wednesday, on mo and an application for such further sum as
ment of the subsistence of the emi
are now submitted to Congress for consider tion of Mr. Clay, in reference to the receipt may be required for this purpose shall be tains the most liberal terms the Executive
grants for one year after their ar
can grant, with a due regard to the rights
ation ; and I deem it proper at the same of Bank notes for revenues. It appears by made to Congress.
rival in the West, it will require,
and interest^ of all the parties concerned ;
time, with reference to the observations, con the Secretary’s answer, that he has sanction
In the next article of your project, you
estimating the whole number at
tained in Governor Kent’s note, above men ed the receipt of the notes of specie paying propose that “ the United States on their part, and therefore presents it as the final deter
13,335, thereby including those
tioned, to communicate to the House of Rep banks, except such as issue notes under five stipulate and agree, in consideration of the mination of the Government, anti the per
who have already emigrated, and
emptory conclusion of the correspondence
resentatives copies of other papers connected dollars.
allowing the amount stipulated to
premises, to perfect the title of the Cherokee I
with the subject of the North Eastern Boun
The remainder of the day was spent on nation to the lands and territory westward of I with the Cherokee deputation on this sub
be paid by treaty, viz : $33 33 a
J. R. POINSETT.
dary of the United States, which, with the the Navy appropriation bill. The discussion the Mississippi, described, mentioned and de ject.
J’.ea^
4.
.
611,105 55
Department of War, May 18, 1838.
document already made public, will show the was confined chiefly to the Exploring expe fined in and by the treaty of 1833, between
Add for contingencies, under esti
actual state of the negotiations with Great dition, and was not finished.
mates, both of number to be remov
the United States and the Cherokees west of
Britain on the general question.
ed. and of expenses to be incurred, 100,000 00s
WEDNESDAY, MAY 23,
the Mississippi, and the privilege of outlet
The
amount of the annuities, pay
M. VAN BUREN.
FRIDAY, MAY 25.
thereto annexed, and to issue a patent there
A variety of morning business was trans
ment of which is asked for by the
Washington, May 19,1838.
Mr. Linn, from the committee on the Oregon Terri for to the Cherokee nation in perpetuity ; acted—and some time was spent in discus
deputation, will be
33,330 00"
The following important papers are among tory, made a report accompanied by the bill referred and further to pay the said chiefs and repre sing a motion to print an extra number of the
to them, for the occupation by the United Slates, of
those accompanying the above message:—
sentatives of the Cherokee nation east of the Duelling Reports, &c.
the river Oregon, with an amendment.
$1,080,355 55»
Department of State, ?
1 be consideration of the Navy Appropriation bill Mississippi, the sum of------ dollars, in man THE CHEROKEE TREATY OF RE
was resumed, with the motion to strike out the appro ner and at the time hereinafter provided.”
Very respectfully, your ob’t serv’t,
Washington, April 27, 1838. $
MOVAL.
priation of^OO.OOO, for the Exploring expedition, in
It was always the declared intention of the
„
, _ n
J\ R. POINSETT.
The undersigned, Secretary of State of addition to $700,000 already expended. Mr. Davis
This interesting topic was the order of the Hon.
J. K. Polk,
the United States, has the honor, by the di concluded his remarks in favor of striking out the ap Government to perfect the title to this land to day, in the committee of the whole, (Mr.
Speaker of the House of Representatives,
rection of the President, to communicate to propriation, which he supported not on the ground of the Cherokee nation, and to issue a patent Howard in the chair) and an eloquent and
Mr. Fox, Her Britannic Majesty’s Envoy Ex any objection to the general object proposed, which he therefor, so soon as that portion of them now most able speech of Mr. Wise, in opposition
The
Governor of Pennsylvania has issued^
highly approved, but on the ground that there was ev
traordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, the ery practical reason for want of confidence in the tal east of the Mississippi had emigrated west, to the whole of General Jackson’s Indian his proclamation, offering a reward of $500
granting
the nation
the privilege ..of outlet
result of the application of the General Gov ent, promptness, and energy of those to whom the di- Ki,
* “
,
, ,,
------- policy, the fruits of which the country are for the apprehension and conviction of each
ernment to the state of Maine, on the subject rection of the expedition was entrusted. The amenc|. | thereto> annexed, and all Other privileges se- now reaping, and are likely still more fatally and every person engaged in the burning of'
of the North Eastern Boundary Line, and ment was negatived, yeas 13, nays 27, and the bill was cured to them by former arrangements. Nor to reap, commenced to-day’s debate.
It ex Pennsylvania Hall. The Mayor of Philadel
was subsequently read a will it object to grant them, in perpetuity, if
the resolution which the President has form ordered to be engrossed, and
rahtlre to the MTOlcy J Congress should think proper to do J on cited a great deal of interest. The eloquent phia also offers in behalf of the city, a rewarded upon a careful consideration.
By the ac
speaker painted the imminent and alarming of $2000 for the same purpose.
recommendation, under certain restric- danger of that policy, which, carrying out a
companying papers, received from the Ex Which payments to the Treasury shall be required to be
made,
and
Mr.
Webster
’
s
amendment
thereto,
were
i
tlons
,
to
which
the
delegation
have
assented,
ecutive of Maine, Mr. Fox will perceive that
system of speculation in Indian lands, in sev
Counterfeit 6 1-4 cent pieces, said to be
Maine declines to give a consent to the ne* itaken up and debated. ° Mr. Clay spoke in favor ofj As the delegation expressed their fears that a eral States, is concentrating upon the wes
well executed, are in circulation at Hartford«
Ute resolution, and Mr, Benton at great length against form of Government might be imposed
tern borders of the United States, a powerful Conn.
9
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The Government plea
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I „„ doubt their request
tirne Will be granted.
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shall bave the charge
! agreed to, as well as vn
! preferred by them.
I jn ihe House, Mr. Da
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( for once the President i
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By a letter (publishe
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retard the execution of
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ton about 1 o’clock, in season for the Provi P. M.; West do. J. & S. C. Adams;
onal allowance proposed to
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North do., Milo
it appears to me that it would be desirable to prostration in the commerce and business of
dence Railroad Cars ; and, returning, will
rokees, I have the honor io
ARRIVED.
J. Goss ;
establish a new bank.
the nation, would seem to put the question at
g estimate :
May 27—Sch. Nile, Bell, Brunswick, Ga, via leave Foster’s wharf, Boston, every Monday,
Cornish, John McLellan ;
1. The capital not to be extravagantly rest, if it is not to be perpetually agitated. Boston.
Wednesday and Friday morning at 7 o’clock,
expenses of removing the
Limington, James McArthur $
large, but at the same time, amply sufficient The power has been sustained by Washing
and arrive at Portsmouth about 1 o’clock, and
sailed.
;ees, estimated at 15,840, al
Waterborough, James Leavett.
to enable it to perform the needful financial ton, the Father of his Country ; by Madison
$475,200 00
May 30—Sch. Grape, Ward, Boston ;
in season for the Portland stage.
duties of the government ; to supply a gener the Father of the Constitution, and by Mar
Sip. Pacific, Oaks, do.
Agents for York, Cumberland and Lincoln
o that purpose,
39,300 00
Lines of Stages from Dover, South Ber
MEMORANDA.
al currency of uniform value throughout the shall, the Father of the Judiciary.
If prece
wick and Great Falls, have also been estab Counties will be supplied hereafter from Mr*
Ar. at Saco, May 24th, sch. Only Daughter, lished to meet the boat at Portsmouth.
led for,
$335,900 00
Union ; and to facilitate, as nigh as practica dents are not to be blindly followed, ueiriier
S. H. Colesworthy, Portland.
Chase,
Dennis
;
25th,
schs.
Agricola,
Gordon,
ble the equalization of domestic exchange. I ought they to be wantonly despised. They
jd proper to make
JOHN O. LANGLEY,
Fare between Portsmouth and Boston, $1 25
Boston
;
Maine,
Smith,
do.
;
26th,
sch.
Packet,
>ion for the paysuppose that about fifty millions would an are the evidence of truth ; and the force of
Only authorized travelling Agent for the
“ “
Dover and Boston,
$1 50
Hartley,
do.
—
Sid.
May
25th,
sch.
Friendship,
tence of the emiswer all those purposes. The stock might the evidence is.in proportion to the integrity, Moore, Boston.
State of Maine.
“
S. Berwick and Boston, $1 50
r after their arbe divided between the General Government, wisdom and patriotism of those who estab
Kennebunk, Feb. 10, 1838.
tfl
“
“
Great Falls and Boston, $1 75
Ar. at Boston, 25th, sch. Ploughboy, Webber,
it will require,
the States according to their federal popula lished them. 1 think that on no occasion hence—(sold.) Sid. 26th, ship Grand Turk, C.
Careful
Agents
and
convenient
Stores
have
hole number at
tion, and individual subscribers. The portion could there bean array of greater or higher Thompson, New Orleans.
brajvbretws piles
also been provided at each end of the line.
including those
assigned to the latter to be distributed at auc authority. For one, I hope to be pardoned
Cid. at New Orleans, 17th, ship Berwick, The agents will be in attendance during all
emigrated, and
W® Bo'ses,
tion or by private subscription.
for yielding to it, in preference to submitting Chase, Havre.
int stipulated to
the business hours, and goods delivered to
JUST
RECEIVED
Cid. at Philadelphia, 25th, sch. James, Hart
2. The corporation, in the spirit ofa reso my judgment to the opinion of those who
viz : $33 33 a
them will be forwarded at the customary rate DIRECT FROM DR. BRANDRETH’S OWN OFFICE;
lution recently adopted by the General As now deny the power however respectable man, Saco.
611,105 &
At Ponce, 6th, brigs Ponce, Davis, of and for of freight, and without any charge for stor JVo. 1®, Manorer St. Boston,
sembly of the State, one of whose Senators I they may be.
ies, under estiage.
have the honor to he, to receive such an or
But, Mr. President, strong as my convictions this port, to sail next day ; Cadmus, of this port,
nber to be removAND FOR SALE ONLY BY
From about the middle of June to the
wailing
cargo.
is to be incurred, 100,00000
ganization as to blend, in fair proportions, are, 1 have no intention of formally present
Sid. from Havana, 3d, brig Lion, Gillpatrick middle of August, the Portsmouth will ply John Osborn
Co., at Ken«
annuities, paypublic and private control, and combining ing any proposition to establish a bank of the Mobile.
’ between Boston and Nahant every Tuesday,
nebunk,
public and private interests. And, in order United’Slates. Composed as Congress and
skad for by IM
Thursday, and Saturday afternoon.
’
SPOKEN.
to exclude the possibility of the exercise of the Executive now are, it would be an unne11th inst. lat. 41 38, Ion 56 49, bark Bohemia,
Ships towed in or out of harbor, and water AT TWENTY-FIVE CENTS PER BOX WItH FULL
all
foreign
influence,
non-resident
foreigners
cessary
waste
of
time
to
offer
such
a
proposal,
T. Lord, of this port, 16 days from Havana for parties attended to every afternoon, if re
$1,080,35555'
DIRECTIONS.
to be prohibited not only from any share in (1 should regret to see a bank established, un Hamburg.
May 17, 1838.
quested. Apply to GEORGE DENNETT,
the administration of the corporator!, but from less it were clearly called for by public opin
Agent, Portsmouth—WM. S. TULLOCK,’
y, your ob’t serv t,
holding, directly or indirectly, any portion of ion. I believe it is now desired by a majori
NOTICE/
Sch, Ariel, Hill, from Saco, parted her ca Agent, Boston.
J’. R. POINSETT,
its stock. Although I do not rnyself think ty of the people of the United States. But of bles in Vineyard Sound, 18th ult. drove on Nan
HIS may certify that I have relinquished
May 18.
this latter restriction necessary, 1 would make that there does not exist perhaps any conclu tucket Bar. foundered, and commenced break
all claim to the services and earnings
louse of Representatives.
it, in deference to honest prejudices, sincere sive evidence. Let us wait until demonstra ing up. The erew were all saved.
NEW GOODS.
of my son, George Miller, a minor; under
Pennsylvania has issitjJ ly entertained, and which no practical states tions of their will shall be clearly given ; and
H. GOULD has just received his usual the age of twenty-one years ; and that he is
man ought entirely to disregard. The bank let us all submit, and for one I shall most
• supply of
free to act and trade for himself, and that I
iffering a reward of e
would thus be, in its -origin, and continue, cheerfully, to their decision, whatever it may
a and conviction ofeac
»Spring’ & Summer Goods, do not hold myself accountable for any
F Portsmouth, N. H. Botanic Physician,
throughout its whole existence, a genuine be. Mr. C. moved that the petition be laid on
ngaged in the burning
will be in Kennebunk, at Stone’s Ho- which are offered on the most favorable termSi debts or contracts of his making.
American institution.
the table.
The Mayor ofPh<ladel'
JOSEPH MILLER.
tel, on Wednesday next, and at KennebunkKennebunk-port, May 5, 1838.
^Kennebunk-port, May 22, 1838.
3. An adequate portion of the capital to be
port, at the dwelling-house of Capt. Oliver
ehalf of the city, a rewaia
set apart in productive stocks, and placedin
Appointment.—Sheldon Hobbs, Esq. Bourne, from 8 A. M. until 1 P. M. on Thurs
POTATOES.
rne purpose.
W&g’g’on for Sale.
permanent security, beyond the reach of the
day, at which places he will be happy to re
OR sale from twenty to thirty bushels
has
been
appointed
Post
Master
at
NorthNEW one horse waggon, on thorough-»
cent pieces, said to b® corporation, (with the exception of the ac Berwick, in this county, in place of Col. Mo ceive visits from those who may wish his pro
good Potatoes. For further particulars
braces, for sale cheap by
cruing profits on those stocks,) sufficient to
fessional services.
enquire of the Printer.
n circulation at Ha»*'
S. H. GOULD.
pay promptly, in any contingency, the a- ses Hubbard, resigned.
June 2.
Kennebunk, May 26,1838.
Kennebunk-port, May 5,1838.
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Quackery,
~ N LOW SPIRITS.—Low spirits is aj'
DR. S. O. RICHARDSON’S BIT- ZA
HE most barefaced and villainous, W f®
TERS. OF SOUTH READING,
VJ’ certain state of the mind accompanied I
common, that persons afflicted with LIN
bv inoigesuuii,
indigestion, wherein
greatest evils
MASS.
I Uy
wiierum the
mo gistm»?.
---- are4 jI
’ P O~È T R ï
GERING COMPLAINTS, are often imposed
*
. ” i i __ ___
find i
HE most safe and effectual family inedi-’ appre
hended upon the slightest grounds, and
| on by pretended cure-alls, and have reason for
cine
for
diseases
which
it
proposes
to
tbe
wors
t
consequences
imagined.
Ancient
the most heart-rending suspense, but when 1
LIFE’S PILGRIMAGE.
The The
| rned[ med
jcal ica
writers
supposed
this this
disease
to beto announce
cure, that has ever been discovered.
l writers
supposed
disease
be
that,—JEF“ If, after giving them a
BY ROBERT N1COLL.
ned t0
to those particular regions of thes
the ab- fair trial for the complaints specified below, they
^LIVER FREEMAN, guardian of Ruth ( different roots and rare plants composing confined
Infant, I envy thee
• I this medicine have been collected and pre-1 domen, technically called hypochondria, prove useless the money shall be refunded, it
Thy seraph smile“—thy soul without a stain,
Dorman, a person non compos
os mentis,
wkh great care by pr. §. O. Richard-1 whicb are silliated on the right or left side ofI: is presumed, lhat they will not hesitate about
Angels around thee hover in thy glee
having presented his first account <ot‘ guarui- .r
______________
successor of Dr. N. Richardson. lhat cavity whence comes the name hypo- j trvino’ my
A look of love to gain !
HIPP !
I
*
.
• •
•
1
. ....
»L
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AMERICAN RENOVATING PILLS,
anship of his said ward for allowance :
|
7istingufsh7d"7hrn-acm
Biller9’ chondliasis,
__ manuals.
. j an invaluable remedy for all Billious, Consump
VOL. XXX.
ORDERED—That the said guardian give ,}ginost gtrikin thell. operation being more
<
SYMPTOMS.
—
The
common
corporeal
Thy paradise is made
tive ana
and vropsica.
Dropsical vump.».««,
complaints, «uand -a —
sure cure
Bence
of
t
re
fl
atu
|encv
in
the
stomach
or
|
tive
notice
to
all
persons
interested,
by
causing
a
(
erfui)
accord
ing
to
the
vio'
f
Upon thy mother’s bosom, and her voice
- ___ - --£’,L* 1----- 1, unless
copy of this order to be published tliree ^^ ^.^^ When
..........
......... •
Seiinrtunt
used. in appropriate
quan- bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, spas- I the patient has
hX
Ptanned° or
Is music rich as that by spirits shed
been^apped
or Natural
saturated with
weeks
successively
in
the
Kennebunk
in
cases
o
f
slight
derangements
of
the
j
modi(?
'
---------------------pains,
giddiness,
dimness
of
sight,
palWhen blessed things rejoice !
g
—
?
.......
.
“
,
••
'
mercurial
preparations,
either
of
which
renders
.
.
■
z.
..... :K1 i
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said comity, ; g(omach and l)OWeis> ¿bused by costiveness ! pitaiionSj
aiH.1|: often
an utter
inability nt
oi fiYint
nxinft .
doubtful, though such cases have been
Bright are tbe opening flowers—that they may appear at a 1 rebate Com t. to ,
a
blll0US complaint, and the like, the
■ attention upon any subject ol importance cured by them.
.
jambs K. RI
Aye bright as thou, sweet babe and innocent,
be held at Saco, fm said county, on theneedg assistance toprevent more ,I or engaging in anything lhat demands vigoi
These
They bud and bloom ; and straight their infant
first Monday of June next, at ten of t e c
'serious
scarcely- be I>qr'courage.
qr ‘courage? Also languidness—the mind be- simple physical and restorative medicines, and
seiiuua consequences, they will
;
hours,
rtK.sor’«0“11"
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any ( felt
' ; on the contrary,’•in obstinate
•
-----cases they 1 !, comes
colnes irritable,
hritable, thoughtlul,
thoughtful, desponding, nie
mel-- they have effected the most astonishing cures
Like thine are done and spent.
... Inllars per annum, n P
when “ Regular Physicians” and every thing
they have, why the same should not be al- operate more powerful, causing two or
j! anc
|
)O
ly,
and
dejected,
accompanied
with
a
and v,
w l be charged on a
faded, the patient having been given up
- lowed.
„ . ,
total derangement
evacuations daily, until the circulatin 0 T Ii luiiii
uciapg.ciiH<W4 of
vs the nervous
------ system.
v . — | elsediehad
*'ller n nZid at theexpirat
Boy, infancy is o’er—
; and testimonials are continually being re
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
disciutinued, except at becomes purified. This accomplished, they The rnental fee|ings and peculiar train of to
Go with thy playmates to the grassy lea,
ceived, showing their wonderful efficacy in
tnJil all arrearages are
A true copy,—Attest,
.
Let thy bright eye with yon tar laverock soar,
act on the system in connection with our ideas that haunt the imagination and over building up debilitated constitutions and secur
John Skeele, Register.
'X publisher does not hold h
And blithe and happy be 1
food, receiving mutual assistance until the whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di ing the Health ’.
JXina»y
adverusemeu
May 12.
constitution is restored to a state of health. versity. The wisest and best of men are as
A full statement of extraordinary facts, direciar?ed for ¡1«
Go, crow thy cuckoo notes
lions to Consumptive persons, and Certificates
open to this affliction as the weakest.
Till all the greenwood alleys loud shall ring,
JHY^SFofPr^e held atYorh,Mi. and.
TREATMENT.—The principal objects of may be found in a pamphlet, a copy of which ac
MISCELLAF
for the
the County
County of
of York,
York, ont
on the „first Monday of Art taken any length oi urne, j
Go, listen to the thousand tuneful throats
for
! anv age, without injuring the system or ex- treatment
(
are, to remove mdigesuon and companies each box.
’ That ’mong the branches sing 1
May, in the year of our Lord eighteenhun
A
box
of
2
ounces
is
sold
at
the
very
low
:
the body, and to enliven the spir
r^The following are
dred and thirty-eight, by the Hon. WM. A.!, posing it to take cold. They preclude the strengthen
price of 50 cents, and to prevent imposition the
feir Walter Scott, the
HAYES, Judge of said Court :
|j necessity in most cases, of using pills, which its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear names of all persons, who are made agents for
I would not sadden thee,
Nor wash the rose upon thy cheek with tears :
WILLIAM BOURNE, named executor (tbe pubfic are advised to take in laige quan ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con■ sellinD" them, will be found annexed to iny
wife’s death. Theyjh
Go, while thine eye is bright—unbent thy kneesin a certain instrument, purporting to tnies by some practitioners, which serve on- versation. The bowels (if costive) being care vertisemenl in the State paper for the lime be-I paiofully Passed with au
Forget all cares and fears ’.
fully
regulated
bv
the
occasional
use
ol
a
"
"
'
’
'
ly
to
debilitate
the
patient
and
doom
him
to
be the last will and testament of Benjamin ! j
able load of gnef
We know nothing better inef.
Bourne, late of Wells, in said county, master be
| pill-swallower to the end of his days. In mild aperient.
TESTIMONIALS.
Youth ! is thy boyhood gone ?
all
those prevalent diseases called Dyspep calculated to obtain this end, than Dr. VV m.
Though Fprefer that the success of my Pills*
oMay 18. Another
mariner,
deceased,
having
presented
the
.
The fever hour of life at length has come,
Ltothe external worh
same for probate :
1sia, Liver complaint, Dizziness or Headuch, Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cet- should rest on their own intrinsic merits, I an
And passion sits in reason’s golden throne,
ORDERED—That the said executor wandering or settled pains, sinking, faintness. tain in their operation. The bowels being nex the following as specimens of the many cer-" ■
|. the air soft, and rhe
While sorrow’s voice is dumb I
give notice to all persons interested, by caus Nervous debility, Costiveness, Piles, and ail once cleansed, his inestimable Camomile tificates 1 have onChand.
umberland, Aug. 2d, Io37.
and the leaves glitterli
ing a copy of this order to be published general derangements of health causing an Pills, (which are tonic, anodyne and anti
Be glad it is thy hour
This may certify, that in the spring of 1829, I
[refresh her, to whom mi
three weeks successively in the Kenne unhealthy state of the stomach and bowels spasmodic) are an infallible remedy, and was seized with a fever, which afterwards
Of love ungrudging—faith without reserve
[natural enjoyment. Cm
And from the Right, ill hath not yet the power
bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that (“which have been justly styled the store without dispute have proved a great blessing brought on the Dropsy. After trying several
To make thy footsteps swerve •
[¡andof lead already bold
they may appear at a Probate Court to be house of diseases,”) these billers have proved to the numerous public.
phvsicians to no ad vantage, I went to Portland^
Some physicians have recommended a and placed myself under the care of Dr. Brown f
Dr. R. wi
held at Saco, in said county, on the first Mon a certain and speedy remedy.
Lst have her soon.
Now is thy time to know
day of June next, at ten of the clock in be glad to refer any invalids who may call free use of mercury but it should not be re when, after repeated trials to no effect, I was
CMlotte ; it is not the
How much of trusting goodness hf es on earth,
upon
him
(he
having
had
permission
to
do
sorted
to
;
as
in
many
cases
it
will
greatly
ag

pronounced
totally
incurable.
Despairing
of
the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
ke
mother .of my child
And rich in pure sincerity to go
life,
which
had
now
become
a
burden
to
me
I,
so,)
to
persons
pronounced
incurable
by
their
gravate the symptoms.
have, why the said instrument should not
Rejoicing in their birth !
[hid among the rums of
be proved, approved, and allowed as the last physicians, who have visited him from vari rinHE DIFFERENCE.-It cannot be de- returned to my parents in Cumberland, in 1,830
IU have so often visited
i
died that whilst many medicines and gave myself up to a lingering, death. Hear-ous parts of the United States, among whom
will and testament of the said deceased.
Youth’s sunshine unto thee—
it may not be improper to state are many which are recommended to the public, have ing of the great success of Mr. J. G I ernald s
[ {pastime. No, no she is
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
Love first and dearest—has unvailed her face,
distinguished persons from the British Prov not even the negative merit of harmlessness, Pills, however, in cases similar to my own, 1 was>
A true copy—Attest,
.
And thou hast sat beneath the trysting tree
Uus of my emotions so
persuaded
to
try
them,
as
a
last
resort.
To
my
John Skeele, Register.
inces, who have been cured by using bis cel there are others which it would be great in
In love’s first fond embrace !
we cannot ti
great surprise as well as satisfaction, I soon
ebrated medicine. This medicine may be justice indeed, and suicidal prejudice to in found myself recovering ; and upon taking his
May 12.
Lt
tell;
yet
would I n<
Enjoy thy happy dream,
had in packages at 50 cents,,or put up in a li volve, untried, in a common condemnation. Pills the Dropsy left me, and I became perfectly
[ renounce the mysterious
For life hath not another such to give ;
At a Court of Pr9bate held at York, within quid form at 75 cents. Be careful of whom And when a medicine comes endorsed with well in the course of six months. I make this
The stream is flowing— loves enchanted stream
[ lhat I shall see her in a
and for the County of York, on the first Mon you purchase, as a great number of base un ail the great names that have adorned the statement, and wish it published for the benefit
,Live, happy dreamer, live 1
all that this world can gi
day in May, in the year of our Lord eight principled pedlars are going about the coun annals ol' tbe medical profession, and war of lliose who are suffering under similar cases j
een hundred and thirty-eight, by the Hon. try deceiving persons by selling them rank ranted by the seal and signature of long and that they may know what has cured one who
Lessity which rendered
Though sorrow dwelleth here,
has
suffered
every
thing
but
death,
and
who
counterfeit Richardson’s Billers, mostly put uniform success, its proprietor makes no un
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
i ¡that and patience must b
And falsehood and impurity and sin,
ILLIAM JEFFERDS, administrator up in phials. The genuine are sold whole reasonable demand upon the public confi considers his life saved by the above medicine.
The light of love, the gloom of earth to cheer,
Ido not experience tho
E.
S.
THOMES.
de bonis non, of the estate of Jona sale and retail at my office, No. 15, Hanovei dence, when he claims for it a superior conComes sweetly, sweetly in!
JAMES HILL, Esq. of North Yarmouth, has
¡[griefwhich
others do c
than Slone, late of Kennebunk-port, in Street,
said
Boston.
Also by
me to state, that after having buried
i Lion. I can exert mysel
CAMOMILE PREPARATION of authorized
.
’Tis o’er !—thou art a man—
Bryant & Warren, and Samuel Jordan,
county, deceased, having presented his third
four daughters, all of whom died ot a constitu
The struggle and the tempest both begin
[ ¡cheerfully with the poor g
account of administration of the estate of said Kennebunk ; Seth Hatch, John H. Spear, Dr. Wm. Evansis undeniably entitled to this tional Consumption, the fifth and only remaining
Where he who faints must fall—ha fight who
enviable
distinction,
for
whilst
no
medical
auand
Barak
Maxwell,
Wells
;
Samuel
A.
Doug

[ ¡or if any thing touches
deceased, for allowance :
one, was given up to die, with the same^comcan,
thority in existence condemns it, every mtdi- plaint by several “ Regular Physicians.” In
ORDERED—That the said administrator lass, York ; John A. Berry, Saco.
| [sensation. I have bee
A victory to win !
cal practitioner lhat is acquainted with it, this situation she commenced taking Hiy “ AFeb. 24, 1838.
ep6m.
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
here was no voice in itmerican
Renovating
Pills,
”
and
by
persevering
freely
acknowledges
its
pre-eminent
virtues
,
ing a copy of this order to be published three
Go cleanse thy heart and fill
Lressure of the coffin w
according
to
my
directions,
she
was
in
a
few
and that the latter should do so in opposition
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
Thy soul with love and goodness ; let it be
WILLIAM
LORD
&
CO.
.
[
Ld, but it had been reir
weeks
restored
to
health,
and
has
been
able
to
Like yonder lake, so holy, calm and still,
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, HAVE just received Broadcloths, Cassi- to their personal interests, must be attributed
|ll was neat, as she loV'
either to their candor and love of truth, or to discharge her domestic duties now for six or
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
Full of purity !
meres, Sattinets, Vestings, While,
years.
L]m—calm as death. 1
be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the Red, Green and Yellow Flannel, Red and their unwillingness to fly in the face ot all ob seven
The following was drawn up by the Kev.
This is thy task on earth—
first Monday of August next, at ten of the Orange figured do. ; English, French and L- servation, and the testimony ol thousand».
I das.t night of her ; she ra
Joshua Taylor, one of the venerable fathers of
This is thy eager manhood’s proudest goal,—
Dr. WM. EVANS, does not pretend that the Methodist Episcopal Church, and forwarded
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if merican Prints, Scotch and English Ging
¡[md tried to tarn here}
To cast all meanness and world-worship forth—
any they have, why the same should not be hams, Furnitures, Assorted Colored Silks, his Camomile Tonic Pills will cure al dis to me, after being signed by his wife, and the
feaid with a . sort of sm
And thus exalt ths soul !
eases.
He
frankly
and
conscientiously
ad

wife
of
Greely
Sturdivant,
Esq.
♦
allowed.
.
Black, Blue and Black Canton Crape, Red mits that they will not. He lays no claim to
luch melancholy faces.’
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
We,
the
undersigned,
having
derived
great
’Tis manhood makes the man
and Green Moreen, Colored Satin, Silk, F lag, the discovery of Hie “Philosophers Sloue
last words I ever heard
A
true
copy
—
Attest,
benefit
from
Mr.
J.
G.
F
ernald’s Pills, do
A high-souled freeman or a fettered slave,
Pongee, Bandana, Cotton and Fancy Hdkfs., and wishes nobody to believe that he sells cheerfully recommend them as a safe and useful
John Skeele, Register.
hurried away, for she d
The mind a temple fit for God to span,
Black Silk, Checked Silk and Cotton Cra the “ Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and he Medicine. Our complaints were of a Bilious
May 12,
Conscious
of what she
Or a dark dungeon grave !
vats, Worsted and Cotton Hose, Gentlemen does believe, and he can prove, that in debil character, and we (were reduced to a state of
turned, immediately de
and
Ladies
’
Goat
and
Thread
Gloves,
Black
great
debility,
and
we
experienced
many
uneasy
""^PROBATE NOTICE.___ At a Court of Probate held at York, within Figured and White Lace, Quilling, Thread ity and impaired constitutions ; m Nervous and painful sensations ; but by taking those
in a deep sleep. It is di
diseases of all kinds ; in weakness of the di
and for the County of York, on the first
Pills according to Mr Fernald’s directions, we
[was but seven days sine
Monday of May, in the year of our Lord and Talling Edging, Thread and Cambric gestive organs, in incident consumptions, were relieved and restored to a state of perfect
Aid Court of Probate holden at York, within
[ ‘They are arranging
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by the Inserting, Braids, Cords, White and Assorted , whether of the lungs o ’ the liver; in the health. We still keep and use them, as a family
and for the County of York, on the first
Heath; that was long
Hon. WM. A. HAYES. Judge of said Colored Worsted, Linen and Cotton Thread, dreadful debility occasioned by the use ot medicine, and would not be without them on any
Monday in May, in the year of our Lord
Chapp’s Spools, Tambor Cotton, Cotton and purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by the
account.
DEBORAH Y. STURDIVANT.
[connubial happiness, a
Court:
,
Russia
Diaper,
White
Colored,
Checked
and
Hon. WM. d. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
OHN ROBERTS, Esq. named Execu
pecially ) in the sicknesses incident to mothHANNAH TAYLOR.
rangements (better than
Linen
Cambric,
Dimoty,
Merino
and
Raw
ON the petition of John Blaisdell, for ad
Cumberland, Nov. 6th, 1837.
tor in a certain instrument, purport
she was so-proud. The
Shawls, White, Black and Brown Lin■ ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; m evAgents. Dr. A. E. Small, Portland, General
ministration of the estate of Ephraim
ing to be the last will and testament ot WilSilk

I ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease
and¡thick. For weeks
County of York—Daniel Remich,
Blaisdell, late of Acton, in said county, de liam Littlefield, late of Kennebunk, in said en, Damask, Selecia, Plain, Figured and which is brought on by intemperance ; in Agent
heard a foot-fall. Oh, r
ceased, praying that administration of the county, yeoman, deceased, having presented French Muslin, Plain and Printed Bishop the wretched horrors of mind and body which Kennebunk ; William J. Condon, Saco ; EbeneLawn, White and Colored Silk Gloves, Me
«state of said deceased may be granted to the same for probate :
accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss oi ap zer Sawyer, Hollis;—County of Hancock
ORDERED—That the said executor give rinos, Circassians, Alpine, Silk and Cotton petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the Austin & Jordan, Ellsworth.
MOBOCRi
said petitioner :
JOSEPH G. FERNALD.
ORDERED—That the petitioner give notice to all persons interested, by causing a Velvets, Rouen Cassimere, Mixed Erminet, head, limbs or side ; in corrupt, sallow, and
As law is made for th
Portland, May 1st, 1838.
Buffalo
cloth,
Moleskin,
Fancy
Buckskin,
notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, copy of this order to be published three
uncomely complexions, caused by the bad
ferny violation of it is an
and to all persons interested in said estate, by weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga Bleached, Blue and Brown Drillings, Scis state of the fluids—in all these cases, and m
‘
[social compact ; and the
STONE
CUTTING.
sors,
Pins,
Needles,
Table
Covers,
Tailor
’
s
causing a copy of this order to be published zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
others mentioned in the bids of ¿n^ciions
either directly or indire
in tbe Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken appear at a Probate Court to be held at Trimmings, Twilled Striped Shirting, Fine given with his medicines, HE DOEb bAl, rg^HE subscriber solicits the patronage of
the public in general, and the people of
[crime, deserves to lose
nebunk, in said county, three weeks succes Saco, in said County, on the first Monday of Sheeting and Shirting, Coarse do. do., Cotton that the CAMOMILE 'l^NIC PILLS, 3B- JL
[[worihy citizen, and to b
sively, that they may appear at a Probate June next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, Carpeting, Carpet, Curtain and Quality Bind terchanged occasionally with his A PLKILN 1 Kennebunk and "Kennebunk-port in particu
Court to be holden at Saco, in said county, and
______
shew cause, if any they have, why the ing, Colored and Mixed Knitting Cotton, Bed FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) which lar, in the line of his business—Architectural
deepest disgrace. No m
Spreads,
Ticking,
Wicking,
Batting,
Wad

and Fancy Stone Culling.—Those in this vi
on the first Monday in June next, at ten of I g{dd instrument
¡ns
should not be proved, apare sold with them, will effect immediate re- <cinity, who may wish to examine specimens
may be offered in jusiifii
ding,
Ribbons,
Galoons,
Tapes,
Morocco
and
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, proved
i__ _j, and allowed as the last will and tes
¡be mob itself is a gre?
French Kid Slippers, Children’s Shoes, Warp lief ; and if used but for a fair period ol trial, ofhis work, he would refer to the monument
• if any they have, why the prayer of said peti- ttament of the said deceased.
a perfect, cure. This much is placed beyond
beyond recently placed in the burying-ground in the
. Ian eradicate. We ha
Yarn, Nos. 7 to 16, &c.
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
lion should not be granted.
a doubt by daily testimonies wlfich would village of Kennebunk, or the family tomb of
prised to witness the
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
A true copy—Attest,
Crockery, &c.
be given on oath ; and for
lor this
ibis much Dr. W.
John Skeele, Register.
which good and respecial
Printed, Edged and White Plates; Printed EVANS can conscientiously request confi John G. Perkins, Esq., and to a monument
A true copy,—Attest,
.
John Skeele, Register.
erected in the new burying-ground near the
, live to this detestable
May 12.
Lustre and Fancy Pitchers ; Mugs ; White,
Port village. He would also refer the public
May 12.
_________ ,
Edged and Stone Nappies ; Stone Bakers ; dence.
[more common than to
Other and more conclusive demonstrations to the huge granite pillars of the Suffolk
Printed
and
Edged
Dishes
;
Printed
and
At
a
Court
of
Probate
holden
at
York,
of
the
efficacy
of
Dr.
Evans
’
Camomile
jRespectability saying of
At a Court of Probate held at York, within ,
Bank,
Boston,
as
specimens
of
his
cutting,,
within and for the County of York, on the Painted Bowls ; Ewers and Basins ; CC Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are and to numerous other specimens of archi
.who shared the fury of a
andfor the County of York, on the first Mon
first Monday of May, in the year of our Wash Bowls ; Printed Tea Setts ; China do. ; submitted by the following important and ex tectural and ornamental work of his in Boston
day in May, in the year of our Lord eight
pie mob, that it(i was go
Custard
Cups
;
Printed
and
Fancy
Teas
;
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by
traordinary cures effected by their highly
een hundred and thirty-eight, by the Hon.
jpthey had no business l
and
New
York.
CC
Chambers
;
Stone
Covered
do.
;
Salts
;
the Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
medicinal qualities—all of which may be
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
|>r turn off with a contec
Tomb Stones and Monuments of every
Peppers ; Glass Lamps ; Fluted and Com seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’ Medical office, No.
of said Court :
l^flLLlAM JEFFERDS,executor of the
description, cut to order—warranted second
mon
Tumblers
;
Glass
Lanterns
;
Castors,
[ probation, without utterii
N the petition of Daniel Gould, Jun.
7, Division street. One or two oi these he to none at Mount Auburn,—second to none
v▼
will of Daniel Walker, late of Kenne
[¡execration of the men v
guardian of Daniel Gould, a person
herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina any where.—Work of any kind cut from
bunk-port, in said county, deceased, having
I per, and every sacred
Groceries.
non compos mentis, representing that the
presented his fifth account of administration
ting public.
Granite
executed
at
the
shortest
notice.
Brown, White and Loaf Sugars ; Molasses ;
men effectually promote
Dr. W. EVANS—Sir : Be pleased to receive tk®
of the estate of said deceased, for allowance : personal estate of said ward is not sufficient
JONATHAN JACKSON.
ORDERED—That the said executor give to answer the just debts, expenses of mainte Young Hyson, Fancy, Skin and Souchong thanks of one who has been a great sufferer for sev
hy their indifference to
Kennebunk-port, May 4, 1838.
Teas
;
Saleratus
;
Coarse,
and
Sack
Salt
;
eral
years,
for
the
great
benefit
she
has
received
from
nance,
and
charges
of
guardianship,
by
the
notice to all persons interested, by causing a
laws, as though they a
the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Pills, »he
Cassia
;
Coffee
;
Chocolate
;
Starch
;
Gin

sum
of
eight
hundred
dollars:
and
praying
copy of this order to be published three
[ ¡acts °f violation themselv<
has suffered with pain and distress in the head, a ugli 
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga for license to sell and convey so much of the ger ; Pepper ; Allspice ; Cloves ; Salt Petre ; ness across the stomach, shortness of breath, and palpi
NOTICE.
[lent and blood-thirsty w
Sal
Soda
;
Raisins
;
Lemons
;
Rice
;
Fish
;
tation of the heart , exercise would almost overcome
zette. printed at Kennebunk in said county, real estate of his said ward as may be neces
HIS may certify that I have relinquish
Cheese ; Pork ; Smoked Beef; Bacon ; Indi her ; but since using your Camomile 'Ionic Pilis, her
[respectable portion to lot
that they may appear at a Probate Court 10
to sary to satisfy the claims aforesaid :
ed all claim to the services and earn
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no go ; Winter and Summer Oil ; Sperm Can complaints are removed—she is aide to exercise withbe held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the
t1'“
ings of my son, Nathan Day, a minor under I fence—make no noise agi
out
fatigue,
and
she
is
happy
to
say
can
now
enjoy
first Monday of August next, at ten of the
t.._ tice thereof to all persons interested, by dles ; Tobacco ; Bar and Shaving Soap ;
:
do all the work of c
the age of twenty-one years, and that he is
life comfortably again.
1 [heart’s content.
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any causing a copy of this order to be pub Red Top and Timothy Seeds ; Entry and
free to act and trade for himself, and that I
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third st. N. Y.
they have, why the same should not be al lished in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Chaise Mats; Floor and Hearth Brushes;
| The liberty of speech
Newark, July 18, 1836-Dear Sir-For 4 years 1 do not hold myself accountable for any debts-,
Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks Corn Brooms ; Earthern and Stone Butter have been so unwell that 1 was unable to attend to or contracts of his making.
lowed.
.
¡guaranteed to all bv th,
successively, that they may appear at a Pots ; Milk Pans ; Stone Jugs ; Coffee Mills ; my business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was confin
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
his
[
[sUUHion—but there' are
Block
Tin
Tea
Pots
;
4d
to
50d
cut
Nails
;
ed
to
:ny
room
;
my
complaints
were
rheumatism,
pains
Probate
Court
to
be
holden
at
Kennebunk,
A true copy,—Attest,
EPHRAIM X DAY.,
John Skeele, Register.
pres'l both these inesiinK
in said county, on the first Monday in August Swedes, German and Cast Steel ; Nail Plate ; in my stomach, indigestion and Joss of appetite, with
mark.
continual pain and dizziness in my head ; 1 used differ
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, Iron ; Cast Steel and Steel Pointed Shovels ; ent kinds of medicine without effect, until I commenced
| !?erJons holding opposite
May 12.
Witness, Wm. Parsons, 2d.
and shew cause, if any they have, why the Spades ; Manure and Hay Forks ; Cast Steel
5 allvays the character o
0" your invaluable Camomile and Apeiienl I ills;
Kennebunk, April 30, 1838.
At a Court of Probate held at York, within prayer of said petition should not be granted. and Iron Hoes ; Knives and Forks; Shovels takin
their beneficial effects upon me astonish all who knew
I [the most consummate tv
and for the County of York, on the first
and Tongs ; Silver Plated, Iron and Britannia my situation. In a few days 1 shall be at your office
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
FMyaiidirampleun
Monday of May, in the year oj our Lord
Spoons ; Mill and 3-4 Files ; Shoe Thread ; to express my gratitude to you in person. In the
A true copy—Attest,
NOTICE.
mean time I subscribe myselfy our obedient servant,
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by the
The privile.
John Skeele, Register.
Paste and Liquid Blacking ; 7-9 and 8-10
HE
subscriber
having
contracted
with
B. 8. JARVIS, 13 Centre st.
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
. pnnting our opinions «
May 12.
Glass, &c. &c. &c.
the town of Kennebunk, to support
Dr. Wm. Evans.
Court '
Kennebunk, May 5,1838.
the poor of said town for one year, hereby W ‘he greatest hardship
He therefore need only add that his
ATHANIEL HOBBS, named Executor
F forefathers ;-..he,ther
CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
PAINTS, OIL, &c.
in a certain instrument, purporting to
W dastardly act of wre
vision
for
them,
and
hereby
forbids
all
per

his
excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT
be the last will and testament of Joseph Hobbs, AMES HUBBARD has constantly on
INK, &c.
!fr“"1 a follow mortal, s
PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail, sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers
hand, and for sale at fair prices,—at the
late of Wells, in said county, deceased, hav
TEPHENS’ Dark Blue Writing Fluid ; at No. 7, Division st. near Chatham square, of said town on his account or on account of
“oatlaw, unfit to Jivei,
Store next to the shop of Mr. Phineas Ste
ing presented th® same for probate :
Stephens’ bright red
“ “ j
New York, and of his authorised agents in the town, as he will pay no bill for their
ORDERED—That the said executor give vens,—a general assortment of Paints, Oil,
Preston’s blue-black Ink ;
support.
ALEX. G. FURNALD.
town and country.
notice to all persons interested, by causing a &c., among which are,
Russia Quills ; Steel Pens, &c. &c.
LpLTrve your con«'“
Kennebunk, May 1, 1838.
ly
J.
H.
JONES,
corner
of
Middle
and
Union
Extra, and No. 1 White Lead ; French Yel
copy of this order to be published three
This day received and for sale by
streets,
Portland,
Agent
for
State
of
Maine,
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga low ; Chrome do. ; Chrome and Paris Green ;
lend e' ,fbutonesin
D. REMICH.
fewofttesou!,»
where persons may apply for sub Agencies.
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may Litharge ; Red Lead ; Umber; White Vitri
NEW GOODS.
Kennebunk, May 3, 1838.
Sole Agents, Daniel Remich, Kennebunk ;
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Ken ol ; Venitian Red ; Prussian Blue ; Gum Shehe load ‘s paved for a
UST received, a general assortment of
nebunk, in said county, on the first Monday lac ; Lamp Black; Whiting, and Paris
James Crockett, Norway ; Thomas Chase, N.
ENGLISH,
WEST
INDIA
&
AMER

Notice.
of August next, at ten of the clock in the fore White ; Dutch Linseed Oil ; Spirits Turpen
Yarmouth
lannuutu ;, Nathan
x,au«u* Reynolds,
«vj..«..-, Lewiston ;,
LL|ty°Ur Pleasures be
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why tine ; Japan ; Coach and Furniture Varnish ; m OA CASKS NEW LIME for sale Joseph Griffin, Brunswick ; Palmer & Wash- ICAN GOODS.
— ALSO—
the said instrument should not be proved, Sand Paper and Pumice Slone.
—and will be sold as cheap as burn, Gardiner ; R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell ;
approved, and allowed as the last will and tes
Kennebunk, May 4, 1838.
can be bought elsewhere, lor cash. Any per- Moses Noble, Augusta ; J. K. Miller, Old- Crockery, Glass aiad Hard
Ware.
tament of the said deceased.
son wishing to buy 5 or 10 casks or more town ; Duren & Thatcher, Bangor ; Samuel
All of which will be disposed of on reas
Attest,—John Skeele, Register.
¿who gives speedi|y
leather Preservative,
will do well to call before they buy elsewhere. Jackson & Co. Belfast ; Barker Neal, Wisonable terms.
1. FURBISH»
A true copy—Attest,
............
~~ GOODWIN.
casset ; Henry Hyde, Bath.
HOSAH
For
sale
by
D.
REMICH.
John Skeele, Register.
> Kennebunk, April 7,1838.
February 18,1837«
Kennebunk, April 16, 1838«
May 1, 1838.
May 12.
Ata Court of Probate held at York, within
and for the County of York, On the first
Monday in May, in the year of our Lord
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, ity the
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
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